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Secretary’s Report
I would like to start my report with
thanking everyone that helped with
our Championship show.
With only a small committee and
three of them not able to attend, it
was much appreciated all the help
given.
There are lots of people to thank
and I hope I don‘t miss anyone.
Lynne‘s mum, Ann Barr, for doing
the flowers, Carole Horne and my
mum for making food for the judge‘s
lunch, Kevin Shugg, Judy Swetman,
Bronwyn Weir and Scot Bray for
helping to set-up on Sunday. JoAnne‘s sister Jane for making the
lovely carrot cake
and Paddy Watts
for making and
donating the
Samoyed head
embroidered towels for our Championship and
Open show judges plus prizes for
‗Best opposite of Sex‘.
This year is the Clubs 60th Anniversary. We wanted to do something
special for this Championship show

without blowing the budget.
Award Presentations designed a
Special Diamond logo to be printed
on the sashes.
Lorraine Fothergill did a great job of
labelling all the prizes with the Diamond Anniversary.
Thank you to everyone that sponsored these prizes.
Petworkz and Bosch sponsored our
Championship show. You might like
to visit their web site:
www.petworkz.co.nz See all the
different foods, toys, dry beds, etc
they have advertised. The Proplan
food is cheaper than at Farmlands; it
might be worth checking the price
you pay for your commercial food?
The other interesting thing that I
found on their web site is ‗Muddy
Mutts Rain Coat‘. Unlike normal dog
coats, this goes on like trousers, to
keep the legs and belly clean and
dry! It ties up over the body.
I find with the Samoyed having a
good waterproof coat, it does not
matter if they are outside in the rain.

When they come in, I dry their body
with a clean dog towel and they look
good, but it‘s their legs and belly that
get all the dirty water splashed up
on them.
Perpetual Trophies – at the moment
I am organizing these. If you have
any cups that are full – (they cannot
be engraved or the engraver tells
you this will be the last name fitted)
can you please let me know?
OPEN SHOW
The show schedule is in this magazine. Anyone interested in Samoyeds is welcome to come and watch
the show. We expect the show to
start about 3.00pm on Saturday at
Porirua.
We plan to hold our Annual Snow
Dog Match in November. We still
need to organize a date with the
Alaskan Malamute and Siberian
Husky clubs.
For more info on the above, you can
contact me.
Anita Shugg
Secretary

Editorial
I was disappointed not to make it to
the Championship show this year
being bedridden with the flu - not the
swine version thankfully. By all accounts the show went very well and
my thanks to those who covered for
me.
On pages 6 to 10 you will find the
critique by our Australia judge,
Vivienne Zavattaro, who was most

prompt in providing this.

there is now no excuse for NZKC
members to remain uninformed on
the Club‘s financial status, breed
statistics and so on. Nice one, Colleen.

In the Spring issue I will attempt to
show the changes that have occurred to the standard and compare
the current standards in other countries.

Our breed moved up the rankings to
33= for the 2008 year. This position
was achieved through 15 litters and
a total of 74 Samoyeds registered.
The Labrador Retriever maintained
its No. 1 ranking.

Views on the Standard would be
most welcome. For example, do you
think NZKC should have adopted
the current UK standard?

Congratulations to all the winners,
and to the losers, better luck next
time. You will have another opportunity to support the Club by entering
our Open Show - see page 6 for the
schedule.

Total registrations (Part 1 register)
dropped from 10, 795 to 8,742.

Further to my comments in the last
issue on the inadequacy of the
NZKC web site I am delighted to
note that the Executive Secretary
has taken to heart my comments to
NZKC Registrar Colleen Begg. The
Annual Year Book for the year ending 31 December 2008 has been
posted on the NZKC web site so

Last week, last month, last year, or
more years than you care to remember?
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Breed Standard
When did you last read the breed
standard?

Whether you are a breeder, exhibitor, or judge the breed standard is
something that you should be fully
conversant with, visualising in your
mind the epitomy of the breed.

Lauren de C James
Editor

New Members
Welcome to the following new
members:
Kathryn Biggs
Scott Bray
May your membership of the
Club be a long and happy one.
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Club Items For Sale
Get your Samoyed Christmas
or Birthday cards now!
Inside the cards have a
Christmas greeting or are
blank.
$7 for 10 or $1 each

Chocolate $2

Samoyed
Badges
For Sale Only
$7

Dairy Milk or Caramello

Samoyed Books For Sale
These books are available for sale—offers welcome
The Samoyed (New Zealand) 2nd edition 1966 (2 copies)
By V E P Auckram & P M Wilson
Classic book on the breed by two kiwi Samoyed breeders
(kennel names - Belaya Sobaka and Chienne d‘Or) with chapters covering all manner of Samoyed ownership, including
breed history, training, grooming, and breeding; plus pedigree
details of all NZ champions from 1900 to October 1965; and
an international kennel advertising section.
Both copies in very good condition. One copy has an inscription from co-author Val Auckram but has a tear on the cover.
The other has a few tears on its cover and some sellotape
marks on a few pages but not on text pages.

The Samoyed (The Samoyed Association—UK) 4th edition 1971
Another classic book with chapters covering history, heredity,
breeding and rearing puppies, care, grooming, training, with a
veterinary section, and UK and overseas kennel advertising
section. The cover has been torn (see photo opposite) and the
lower edges of the pages have been in contact with water at
some stage as evidenced by some slight crimping with no illeffects on the text or photos.
Both books have many photos of Samoyeds of yesteryear,
many of which are in the pedigrees of today‘s Samoyeds.
Both are a “must have” in your canine library.

Send offers to Editor, Lauren James
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The Samoyed Club Inc

OPEN SHOW
To be held at NZKC Building, Prosser Street, Porirua
In conjunction with Wellington Ladies Kennel Association
Saturday, 22 August, 2009
Judging commences – Not before Utility Group
Entries Close: 31 July, 2009
Judge: Lucy Murdoch ~ Upper Hutt
Breed Classes
1
3
5
6
7
8
10
11

Baby Puppy
3-6 months
Puppy Dog
6-12 months
Junior Dog
12-24 months
Intermediate Dog
24-36 months
Limit Dog
4 CCs or less
NZ Bred Dog
Bred in NZ
Veteran Dog
Over 7 years old
Open Dog
Any dog over 6 months

1a
3a
5a
6a
7a
8a
10a
11a

Baby Puppy Bitch
Puppy Bitch
Junior Bitch
Intermediate Bitch
Limit Bitch
NZ Bred Bitch
Veteran Bitch
Open Bitch

Stakes:
12 Dog Head, 13 Dog Coat, 14 Bitch Head, 15 Bitch Coat,
16 Movement under 12 months, 17 Movement over 12 months, 18 Feet, 19 Tail
Entry Fees:
Breed: $6
Stakes: $3
Catalogue: $3
Advertising available in Catalogue
Stakes – Prizes to 1st , 2nd & 3rd place
Please make cheques payable to The Samoyed Club Inc
Entries to the Secretary:
Anita Shugg, 136 Waitohu Valley Road, R D 3, Otaki 5583
k.a.shugg@clear.net.nz
Tel: 06 364 5785
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The Samoyed Club Inc
Judge’s Critique
Before beginning I would like to thank your club
once again for giving me the opportunity to judge
your Diamond Anniversary Show. I had been told
that New Zealand Samoyeds were excellent, and I
wasn‘t disappointed. My task was made easier by
the overall friendly and sporting spirit, which
seemed to prevail among exhibitors.
The dogs were beautifully presented and the show
was extremely well organised. My stewards kept
everything running smoothly and certainly deserve
a special thank you.

a puppy. Overall a very promising baby.
PUPPY DOG (4 entered, 1 scratched)
1ST
OSCARBI IM-A BARK STAR (Barzey/
Clark)
This dog had excellent breed type. A typical wedge
shaped head was set off by correctly set ears and
almond shaped eyes. The eyes could have been a
slightly darker shade. The body was well proportioned with a deep chest and strong loin and very
good angulation fore and aft.

I can only say that my first overseas appointment
was a pleasant and fulfilling experience. I will always treasure the beautifully embroidered towels
that will remind me of my visit.

He had straight forelegs, very good feet, a long profusely coated tail and a thick coat of the correct texture. His movement was graceful and fluid.

I was particularly impressed with the beautiful
heads on your dogs. I know that heads don‘t contribute to the dogs working abilities, but they are
definitely an important part of breed type. I also saw
many examples of excellent feet. This is an important breed characteristic, which helped Samoyeds
to survive in their native habitat. Unfortunately this
characteristic is being lost in Australia.

Another dog showing excellent type. He had a very
good head with a flat skull and medium sized muzzle, dark almond eyes and nicely placed ears. He
had good angulation front and rear and a good
depth of chest. I would have liked a slightly shorter
loin.

My main concern would be construction and movement. Most exhibits showed the strong graceful
fluid movement required of the breed, but in a few
cases, lack of correct angulation tended to restrict
the movement and shorten the stride.
In many of the classes the decisions were truly difficult, as so many of the differences between the
dogs were only minor.
Thank you again.
Vivienne Zavattaro, Azavasam Kennels, Australia
Judge

2ND

His feet were very good, forelegs strong and
straight, and he had a lovely thick coat of the correct
texture. Movement was fluid and balanced.
3RD

st

1

BLUE AEGEAN LEVENTIS FROM
SNOWSAPPHIRE (IMP UK) (Yau)

This was an absolutely delightful baby, with plenty
of attitude. He trotted happily around the ring as if
he owned it. A beautifully proportioned wedge
shaped head, dark almond shaped eyes and small
well furred ears all contributed to the typical warm
friendly expression.
A beautifully balanced baby with good angulation
front and rear, good depth and width of chest, and
correct length of loin. Forelegs were straight and
strong and feet were of the required shape. A correctly carried long profuse tail and excellent coat
complete the picture. Movement was very good for
6

ZAMINKA UNDER PRESSURE FOR
WYTEKLOUD (McRae)

This dog also exhibited very good breed type. The
head was a good wedge shape with correct proportions, almond shaped eyes and correctly set ears.
The body shape was good with well angulated hindquarters. Tail carriage was a little slack at times. His
coat was very good and his movement was strong
and balanced.
INTERMEDIATE DOG (1 entered)
1ST

BABY PUPPY DOG (1 entered)

ZAMINKA FINEST HOUR (Carleton)

ZAMINKA POWER SUNRISE (Asplet)

This was my RESERVE CC DOG.
His breed type was extremely good, with a strong masculine head, lovely dark almond shaped eyes, small
well furred ears, and the desired smiling expression.
Body proportions were very good with a deep chest,
strong loins and excellent angulation both fore and aft.
He had a very good length of leg, and correctly shaped
feet. His undercoat was soft and dense with a harsher,
not overlong, outercoat standing well off from the body.
His long striding, free flowing movement was exceptionally good, and he showed excellent reach and
drive.
LIMIT DOG (2 entered)
1ST

ZAMINKA ONE VISION (Carleton, Bello)

Another beautiful Samoyed head, showing correct proSLEIGH COURIER — WINTER 2009

Championship Show
Monday, 1 June 2009
portions, very good eyes and ears, and a smiling expression. His body proportions were good, with a deep
chest , strong loins and very good angulation front and
rear. His stance in front was slightly wide.
He had strong forelegs, correct feet and a very good
coat. His movement was fluid and balanced.
2ND

SUNSHINE KLASIC KRUZ (Shugg, Horne)

This dog was also a very good Samoyed. He had a
lovely typical head with correct eyes and ears and a
warm friendly expression. He appeared slightly longer
in body than the winner. His angulation was good both
fore and aft, and he had the required depth of chest.
His forelegs were straight and he had very good Samoyed feet.
He lacked sufficient undercoat to create the desired
stand off effect. Movement was balanced and free
flowing.

NEW ZEALAND BRED DOG (3 entered)
1ST
CH OSCARBI WILD IS THE FUTURE
(Barzey, Clark)
Once again an excellent typical Samoyed head, with a
broad flat skull, and medium sized muzzle. His eyes
were dark brown and almond shaped and his ears
were small and correctly set. He was soundly constructed, with good body proportions and good angulation fore and aft. He had excellent feet and strong
straight forelegs.
The tail was long and profuse and correctly carried. He
had a beautiful soft dense undercoat with the desired
stand off outercoat. His movement was strong and
fluid.
2ND

CH SUNSHINE IN A GLASS (Shugg)

Another well proportioned wedge shaped head with a
moderate length of muzzle. The eyes were dark in colour and the ears were correctly set. He showed good
angulation both front and rear and had a deep chest
and strong loins.
His feet were excellent. His long tail was correctly carried, and he had the typical standoff coat. Movement
was strong and graceful.
3RD

ANGARA LORD LUIBEK (Barr)

A beautiful wedge shaped typical masculine head, with
dark eyes, well placed ears, correct length of muzzle
and a defined stop. He was longer in body than the
others. He showed good depth of chest, straight strong
forelegs and good feet. His tail carriage could be
stronger, and he lacked sufficient undercoat to enable
the coat to stand off from the body.
Movement was balanced and free flowing. When
against such strong competition his age told.
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VETERAN DOG (3 entered)
1ST
NZ CH ALDONZA KID N LACE (IMP AUST)
(Carleton)
A well proportioned, wedge shaped, very typical masculine head, with dark brown oval shaped eyes and
small well furred ears, showing a lovely smiling expression. He had good depth and breadth of chest,
strong loins and good angulation fore and aft. The
forelegs were straight, he was a little down in pastern,
and he had very good feet.
His tail was profusely coated and carried well. The
undercoat was soft and dense and the outer coat
stood well off the body. His movement was steady,
balanced and still powerful.

2ND

CH ANGARA KINDA WINDY (Barr)

Head shape and proportions were excellent. The
ears were small and correctly carried. His dark
brown eyes could have had a slightly better shape.
His hindquarters were well angulated, his forelegs
straight and strong, and his feet were very good. I
would have liked a little more depth and width of
chest.
The long tail was carried well, and while the undercoat was sufficiently thick it lacked length at this
time. His movement was very good, showing
strength and grace.
3RD

NZ/AUST CH SAMWAYS AINT HE AWE
SOME (Gilchrist)

Another beautiful head, set off by correctly placed
ears and dark almond shaped eyes, creating the
desired smiling expression. He appeared slightly
longer in body than the others, and his topline
sloped towards the rear when on the move. The
angulation was good both fore and aft. He had
strong legs and very good feet.
There was insufficient undercoat to hold the outer
coat away from the body. He moves with a balanced free flowing action.
OPEN DOG (3 entered, 1 scratched)
1ST
CH WYTEKLOUD FLASH ZAM N KA
BAM (McRae)
This was my DOG CC & BEST OF BREED
WINNER.
Another dog with excellent breed type. He had a
superbly typical head with a broad flat skull, correct
stop and medium length of muzzle. Lovely dark
almond eyes and small well furred ears contributed
to the typical smiling expression. A very well constructed dog whose body proportions were excellent, with a deep chest, strong loins and very good
SLEIGH COURIER — WINTER 2009

2009 Championship Show Critique continued
angulation front and rear. Forelegs were straight
and strong and he had excellent feet.
His tail carriage was very strong. The undercoat
was deep and very dense, and the harsher textured
outercoat stood well off from the body. Movement
was powerful, graceful and fluid with very good
reach and drive.
2ND

NZ CH KALASKA ASTRO BOY AT
OSCARBI (IMP AUST) (Barzey, Clark)

Breed type is again excellent. A strong masculine
head, correctly proportioned, with dark almond
eyes and well furred ears, and a soft smiling expression. His angulation was very good both fore
and aft. He had a deep chest and strong loins,
slightly longer than the winner. Forelegs were
strong and straight. His feet were very good but he
toed out slightly when standing.
The long tail was carried well and his coat showed
the desired dense thick undercoat and harsher textured outercoat. His movement was strong and free
flowing.
BABY PUPPY BITCH (1 entered)
ST

1

KELLJASS PAW PRINTS IN SNOW
(Kelly)

A very promising youngster with very good breed
type. Her head was beautifully proportioned with
dark brown almond shaped eyes and correctly set
ears, a little large at present. Angulation is very
good fore and aft and the chest should broaden
with maturity. She had straight legs, very good feet
and a lovely soft but strong puppy coat. When she
chose, she moved very well.
PUPPY BITCH (2 entered)
1ST
KIMCHATKA MS SCARLET O’HARA
(Hawkins, Hamer)
This was my RESERVE CC BITCH.
A beautiful bitch with excellent breed type. She had
the correct flat skull and medium sized muzzle,
dark almond eyes and correctly set well furred ears.
Her expression was very pleasing. Her chest was
deep, her loins were strong and she had very good
angulation both fore and aft. Her forelegs were
straight and her feet were good.
The long tail was correctly set and her coat was
excellent quality. She moved with a strong balanced action showing good reach and drive.
2ND

SUNSHINE BJ’S DREAM (Shugg)

Another very good wedge shaped head with good
proportions. She had dark almond eyes, correctly
8

set ears, and a smiling expression. Her body was
slightly longer than the winner. I would have liked a
little better angulation both front and rear, and a
slightly deeper chest. She had straight legs and very
good feet. Stance was slightly east west.
The tail was long and profuse and correctly set. The
coat was very good quality but lacked sufficient undercoat at present. Movement was balanced but
lacked reach and drive.
JUNIOR BITCH (3 entered, 1 scratched)
1ST
OSCARBI FUTURE EXCITEMENT AT CAR
RIDENE (Barzey, Clark, Matheson)
Breed type was very good. She had a lovely feminine
head with a flat skull and moderate length of muzzle.
Her eyes were a good shape but could have been a
shade darker. Her ears were correctly set and her expression was very pleasing. She had very good body
proportions and was well angulated fore and aft. Her
forelegs were strong and straight, her feet were very
good and her long tail was correctly set.
The coat was deep and dense with the required off
standing outercoat. Movement was graceful and fluid.
2ND

WHAKAPONO OF MAGADAN (Hayward)

This bitch also had a lovely well proportioned feminine
head. She had dark almond shaped eyes and well
placed ears, a little on the large side. Her body proportions were good, but she tends to stand close in front
with feet turned out. Angulation is good both fore and
aft. The long tail is correctly set and her coat is good
quality. Her movement was balanced and fluid.

INTERMEDIATIE BITCH (1 entered, 1 scratched)
LIMIT BITCH (3 entered, 1 scratched)
1ST
CHENSKI MILLION DOLLAR BABE
(Gilchrist)
Another very good feminine head, showing the correct
wedge shape and medium sized muzzle. Eyes were
dark but could have been more almond in shape. Her
slightly large ears were correctly set. The expression
was pleasing. She had a deep chest, strong loins and
good angulation fore and aft. Her forelegs were
straight and her feet were very good.
The tail was long and profuse and her coat was deep,
dense and stood well off the body. She moved freely
with good reach and drive.
2ND

ANAHERE OF MAGADAN (Hayward)

A typical feminine head having good proportions, dark
almond eyes and correctly set ears. Her expression
was warm and friendly. She had a nicely proportioned
body with a deep chest and a strong loin. Rear angulation was good. Her forelegs were straight and her feet
were good.
SLEIGH COURIER — WINTER 2009

2009 Championship Show Critique continued
The tail was correctly carried and her coat was very
good quality, standing well off the body. In profile her
movement was good, but her front legs crossed when
coming in.

NEW ZEALAND BRED BITCH (5 entered, 1
scratched)
1ST
CH ZAMINKA MAGIC MOMENTS (Swetman)
My CC BITCH & RUNNER UP IN SHOW
A lovely bitch, with excellent breed type. Her head was
particularly good with a flat skull, medium muzzle defined stop, and correct wedge shape. Almond shaped
eyes of a beautiful dark brown, and small well furred
correctly set ears, all combined to give the desired
smiling expression. Her body proportions were excellent with a deep chest, strong loin and very good angulation both front and rear. She had strong straight forelegs, typical feet and a long profuse correctly carried
tail.

ears, a moderate length of muzzle and a good
wedge shape. All creating the typical smiling
Samoyed expression. Her angulation was very
good both fore and aft, her chest was deep and
her loins were strong. She had straight forelegs,
very good feet and a long profuse tail.
Her excellent quality coat completed the picture.
Movement was free flowing and graceful with very
good reach and drive.
2ND

CH SUNSHINE PAINT ME GOLD
(Shugg)

Another very good head showing good proportions, dark almond eyes and well placed ears, creating a pleasing expression. Her body was slightly
longer than the first. She had a deep chest and
good hindquarter angulation. Her forelegs were
straight and her feet were very good.

The undercoat was thick and soft with a harsher textured outercoat standing well off the body. Her movement was fluid and graceful with excellent reach and
drive.

The tail was long and correctly carried. Her coat
showed the desired qualities but was slightly lacking in undercoat at present. Movement is good in
profile but she toes in slightly when coming in.

2ND

BEST IN SHOW AND RUNNER UP

CH ZAMINKA STILL A KID AT HEART
(Clark)

Another lovely bitch with excellent breed type. She had
very good head proportions, dark almond eyes and
small well placed ears. Her expression was very pleasing. She was slightly longer in body than the winner,
with a deep chest, strong loins and very good angulation both fore and aft. Her forelegs were straight and
her feet were very good. She was a little down in pastern.

This was probably the hardest decision of the day.
Dog and bitch both showed excellent breed type.
They both had superb heads, and they both were
very well constructed, resulting in powerful graceful
movement with excellent reach and drive. Today
my winner was the dog, but it was a very close
decision.

The tail was long and correctly carried and her coat
was excellent. She also moved very well with grace
and power.
3RD

CH WYTEKLOUD AMBERS BURN FOR EVA
(McRae)

A third bitch showing excellent type. A lovely well proportioned feminine head with dark almond eyes and
well furred correctly set ears. She had a deep chest,
strong loins and good rear angulation. Her feet were
very good and her forelegs were straight.
The tail was long and carried well and her coat showed
the desired dense soft undercoat holding the harsher
outercoat away from the body. Movement was fluid
and graceful.

OPEN BITCH (2 entered)
1ST

NZ CH KALASKA WILD EXCITEMENT AT
OSCARBI (IMP AUST) (Barzey, Clark)

This was another very typey bitch with a very good
head. She had dark almond eyes, small well placed
9
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2009 Championship Show continued
BEST IN SHOW.

CH WYTEKLOUD FLASH ZAM N KABAM

RESERVE IN SHOW:

CH ZAMINKA MAGIC MOMENTS

BEST DOG IN SHOW:

CH WYTEKLOUD FLASH ZAM N KABAM

BEST BITCH IN SHOW:

CH ZAMINKA MAGIC MOMENTS

RESERVE BEST DOG IN SHOW:

ZAMINKA POWER SUNRISE

RESERVE BEST BITCH IN SHOW:

KIMCHATKA MS SCARLET O'HARA

BABY PUPPY IN SHOW:

BLUE AEGEAN LEVENTIS FROM SNOWSAPPHIRE
(IMP UK)

PUPPY IN SHOW:

KIMCHATKA MS SCARLET O’HARA

JUNIOR IN SHOW:

OSCARBI FUTURE EXCITEMENT AT CARRIDENE

INTERMEDIATE IN SHOW:

ZAMINKA POWER SUNRISE

LIMIT IN SHOW:

ZAMINKA ONE VISION

NEW ZEALAND BRED IN SHOW:

CH ZAMINKA MAGIC MOMENTS

VETERAN IN SHOW:

NZ CH ALDONZA KID N LACE (IMP AUST)

OPEN IN SHOW:

CH WYTEKLOUD FLASH ZAM N KABAM

MOST SUCCESSFUL BREEDER:

ZAMINKA (G & P CARLETON)

MOST SUCCESSFUL OWNER:

HELEN CLARK

STAKES CLASSES

Dog Head (6 entered, 1 scratched)
1st CH OSCARBI WILD IS THE FUTURE
2nd NZ CH KALASKA ASTRO BOY AT
OSCARBI (IMP AUST)
3rd ZAMINKA POWER SUNRISE

Movement over 12 months ( 7 entered, 1
scratched)
1st ZAMINKA POWER SUNRISE
2nd CH ZAMINKA MAGIC MOMENTS
3rd CH OSCARBI WILD IS THE FUTURE

Dog Coat (4 entered, 1 scratched)
1st ZAMINKA POWER SUNRISE
2nd ANGARA LORD LUIBEK
3rd SUNSHINE KLASIC KRUZ

Feet (6 entered, 1 scratched)
1st ANGARA DANCING WITH THE STARS
2nd CH ANGARA TAIZA TALE
3rd WHAKAPONO OF MAGADAN

Bitch Head (5 entered, 1 scratched)
1st CH ZAMINKA MAGIC MOMENTS
2nd WHAKAPONO OF MAGADAN
3rd SUNSHINE BJ'S DREAM

Tail (6 entered,1 scratched)
1st SUNSHINE BJ'S DREAM
2nd ZAMINKA POWER SUNRISE
3rd ANGARA DANCING WITH THE STARS

Bitch Coat (4 entered)
1st CH ZAMINKA MAGIC MOMENTS
2nd SUNSHINE BJ'S DREAM
3rd OSCARBI FUTURE EXCITEMENT AT
CARRIDENE

Junior Dog Handler (4 entered)
1st SCOTT BRAY
Consolation Cup:
BLUE AEGEAN LEVENTIS FROM
SNOWSAPPHIRE (IMP UK) (YAU)

Movement under 12 months (6 entered, 1
scratched)
1st KIMCHATKA MS SCARLET O'HARA
2nd OSCARBI IM-A BARK STAR
3rd BLUE AEGEAN LEVENTIS FROM
SNOWSAPPHIRE (IMP UK)
10
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Vivienne Zavattaro (Azavasam Kennels, Australia) by the trophy table,
prior to commencing her judging assignment
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1st row :
Ann Barr, who regularly
provides beautiful floral
decorations for the
Club, and the trophy
table.
2nd row:
Patron Noel Wilson
congratulating the Club
on its Diamond Jubilee
Year, prior to cutting
the celebratory cake.
3rd row:
Dog Puppy:
1st Oscarbi Im-a Bark
Star, 2nd Zaminka Finest Hour, 3rd Zaminka
Under Pressure For
Wytekloud.
Opposite page 1st row
left:
Baby Puppy Dog:
1st Blue Aegean Leventis
From Snowsapphire (Imp
UK)

Opposite page 1st row
right:
Intermediate Dog:
Zaminka Power Sunrise

12
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Left:
Limit Dog
1st Zaminka One Vision
2nd Sunshine Klasic Kruz

Below: New Zealand Bred Dog:
1st Ch Oscarbi Wild Is The Future, 2nd Ch Sunshine In A Glass, 3rd Angara Lord Luibek
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Opposite page, 1st row:
Open Dog
1st Ch Wytekloud Flash Zam N Kabam,
2nd NZ Ch Kalaska Astro Boy At Oscarbi
(Imp Aust)

Opposite page, 2nd row:
Best Dog
Ch Wytekloud Flash Zam N Kabam
Left:
Reserve Best Dog:
Zaminka Power Sunrise

Below:
Puppy Bitch:
1st Kimchatka Ms Scarlet O‘Hara,
2nd Sunshine BJ‘s Dream
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Opposite page, 1st row:
Limit bitch:
1st Chenski Million Dollar Babe,
2nd Anahere Of Magadan
Opposite page, 2nd row:
New Zealand Bred Bitch:
1st Ch Zaminka Magic Moments,
2nd Ch Zaminka Still A Kid At Heart,
3rd Ch Wytekloud Ambers-BurnFor-Eva
Opposite page, 3rd row:
Open Bitch:
1st NZ Ch Kalaska Wild Excitement
At Oscarbi (Imp Aust),
2nd Ch Sunshine Paint Me Gold
Below:
Junior Bitch
Above: Baby Puppy Bitch
1st Kelljass Paw Prints In Snow

16

1st Oscarbi Future Excitement At
Carridene,
2nd Whakapono Of Magadan
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Opposite page, 1st row left:
Best Bitch:
Ch Zaminka Magic Moments
Opposite page, 1st row right:
Reserve Best Bitch:
Kimchatka Ms Scarlet O‘Hara
Opposite page, 2nd row:
Best in Show
Ch Wytekloud Flash Zam N
Kabam
Left:
Reserve Best in Show
Ch Zaminka Magic Moments
Below, left:
Best Puppy in Show:
Kimchatka Ms Scarlet O‘Hara
Below, right:
Best Dog Puppy in Show:
Oscarbi Im-a Bark Star
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Above:
Baby Puppy in Show:
Kelljass Paw Prints in Snow
Left:
Best Junior in Show
Oscarbi Future Excitement At
Carridene
Opposite page, 1st row left:
Best Intermediate in Show:
Zaminka Power Sunrise
Opposite page, 1st row right:
Floral display by Ann Barr
Opposite page, 2nd row left:
Best Child Handler:
Scott Bray
Opposite page, 2nd row right:
Best Veteran in Show:
NZ Ch Aldonza Kid N lace (Imp Aust)
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2009 Breed of Year Points as at 21/6/09
Baby Puppy - Dog
Oscarbi Im-a Bark Star (Barzey / Clark)
Blue Aegean Leventis From Snowsapphire (Imp UK) (Yau)

Baby Puppy Bitch
64
8

Puppy - Bitch
Sunshine BJ's Dream (Shugg)

71

Puppy - Dog
Zaminka Under Pressure For Wytekloud (McRae )

100

Junior - Bitch

Zaminka Finest Hour (Carleton)

31

Ch Lealsam Diamond Oceans (Reeve)

26

Oscarbi Im-a Bark Star (Barzey / Clark)

20

Oscarbi Future Excitement At Carridene (Clark / Barzey /
Matheson)

25

Kelljass A Winter's Tale (Kelly)

24

Angara Sneaking Me Kisses (Barr)

19

Junior - Dog
Ch Lealsam Hugo Boss (Reeve)

56

Ch Oscarbi Wild Is The Future (Clark / Barzey)

53

Intermediate - Bitch
Zaminka Power Ball (Carleton)

37

Intermediate - Dog

Angara Dancing With The Stars (Barr)

22

NZ Bred - Dog

NZ Bred - Bitch

Gr Ch Zaminka Flashlight (G & L Carleton / S McRae)

30

Ch Wytekloud Ambers-Burn-For-Eva (S & B McRae)

110

Ch Zaminka Back To The Future (H Clark)

8

Oscarbi Just You'n Me Kid (Barzey / Clark)

46

Ch Sunshine In A Glass (A Shugg)

1

Ch Zaminka Magic Moments (Swetman)

29

Ch Sunshine Paint Me Gold (A & K Shugg)

12

Ch Lealsam Diamond Oceans (Reeve)

12

Wytekloud Flash Zam N Kabam (S & B McRae)
NZ Ch Kalaska Astro Boy At Oscarbi (Imp Aust) (Barzey /
Clark)

123

Zaminka Power Ball (Carleton)

5

53

Angara Dancing With The Stars (Barr)

2

Ch Sunshine In A Glass (A Shugg)

45

Ch Zaminka Still A Kid At Heart (R Barzey)

1

Open - Dog

Best Dog

Open - Bitch

Ch Wytekloud Flash Zam N Kabam (S & B McRae)

91

Flash Zam Lil Rocka Wytekloud (McRae)

32

Ch Lealsam Hugo Boss (Reeve)

32

Ch Lealsam Grand Aurora (Reeve)

26

NZ Ch Kalaska Astro Boy At Oscarbi (Imp Aust) (Barzey /
Clark)

30

Ch Zaminka Magic Moments (Swetman)

18

Ch Sunshine In A Glass (A Shugg)

28

Ch Kalaska Wild Excitement at Oscarbi (Imp Aust) (Barzey /
Clark)

16

Ch Oscarbi Wild is The Future (Clark / Barzey)

19

Ch Kalaska Grand Elegance at Lealsam (Imp Aust) (D
Reeve)

7

Oscarbi Im-a Bark Star (Barzey / Clark)

14

Ch Sunshine Paint Me Gold (A & K Shugg)

6

Zaminka Under Pressure for Wytekloud (McRae)

10

Samloch Sunlite Silvamist (Imp Aust) (K Kissell)

6

Ch Zaminka Back To The Future (H Clark)

8

Angara Dancing With The Stars (Barr)

6

Gr Ch Zaminka Flashlight (G & L Carleton / S McRae)

6

Ch Aldonza Chabli For McCoy (imp Aust) (G & L Carleton)

5

Zaminka Finest Hour (Carleton)
Blue Aegean Leventis From Snowsapphire (Imp UK) (Yau)

1
1

Best Bitch

Best Representative

Ch Wytekloud Ambers-Burn-For-Eva (S & B McRae)

48

Ch Zaminka Magic Moments (Swetman)

25

Ch Wytekloud Flash Zam N Kabam (S & B McRae)

43

Ch Lealsam Grand Aurora (Reeve)

21

Ch Kalaska Astro Boy At Oscarbi (Imp Aust) (Barzey / Clark)

32

Oscarbi Just You'n Me Kid (Barzey / Clark)

17

Ch Lealsam Hugo Boss (Reeve)

30

Flash Zam Lil Rocka Wytekloud (McRae)

16

Ch Zaminka Back To The Future (H Clark)

29

Ch Lealsam Diamond Oceans (Reeve)

16

Sunshine BJ's Dream (Shugg)

18

Zaminka Power Ball (Carleton)

15

Oscarbi Im-a Bark Star (Barzey / Clark)

14

Sunshine BJ's Dream (Shugg)

14

Ch Lealsam Diamond Oceans (Reeve)

6

Kelljass A Winter's Tale (Kelly)

8
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2009 Breed of Year Points as at 21/6/09 continued
Best Representative continued

Best Bitch continued

Ch Wytekloud Ambers-Burn-For-Eva (S & B McRae)

6

Angara Dancing With The Stars

7

Ch Sunshine In A Glass (A Shugg)

5

Samloch Sunlite Silvamist (Imp Aust) (K Kissell)

6

Gr Ch Zaminka Flashlight (G & L Carleton / S McRae)

2

Ch Sunshine Paint Me Gold (A & K Shugg)

5

Lealsam Grand Aurora (Reeve)

2

Ch Kalaska Wild Excitement at Oscarbi (Imp Aust) (Barzey /
Clark)

5

Zaminka Power Ball (Carleton)

2

Ch Kalaska Grand Elegance at Lealsam (Imp Aust) (D
Reeve)

4

Zaminka Under Pressure For Wytekloud (McRae )

2

Oscarbi Future Excitement At Carridene (Clark / Barzey /
Matheson)

2

Angara Sneaking Me Kisses (Barr)

1

Best Baby Puppy Rep
Oscarbi Im- Bark Star (Barzey / Clark)

10

Best Bitch Representative

Blue Aegean Leventis From Snowsapphire (Imp UK) (Yau)

8

Sunshine BJ's Dream (Shugg)

18

Ch Lealsam Diamond Oceans (Reeve)

6

Ch Wytekloud Ambers-Burn-For-Eva (S & B McRae)

6

Lealsam Grand Aurora (Reeve)

2

Zaminka Power Ball (Carleton)

2

Championship Certificates issued 01/01/09 to 15/06/09
Congratulations to the following new titleholders:
Ch Samhain Echo’n T with Kursharn – M & J Wells (non member)
Ch Sunshine In A Glass – K & A Shugg
Ch Sunshine Paint Me Gold – K & A Shug
Ch Nikolaevsk Reuben Jane – B & L Harris (non member)
Ch Lealsam Diamond Oceans – A & D Reeve
Ch Oscarbi Wild Is The Future – H Clark & B Barzey

Agility Title
CH Lealsam Artic Oceans AD – A & D Reeve
Great to see a Samoyed achieving this title.
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Guess Who
Question:
Answers:

Can you name the dogs and/ or handlers in the photo below.
To the editor by email to kievsams@hotmail.com

Photos for this section predating 2000 would be most welcome – either original photos or in jpg or tif format.
Please send to editor.

2010 Championship Show ~ Monday, 7 June 2010
Our judge is Rafael G Parrondo, Anatina Samoyeds, Spain, pictured below.
His wife, Carmen S. Navarro, will accompany him. Carmen is also an FCI judge and may well
undertake some NZ judging assignments — negotiations under way.
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AUCKLAND PROVINCIAL SAMOYED ASSN INC
CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
Ardmore Exhibition Centre – Indoors
24-10-09
In conjunction with LKA/ANSUDA
Judging Order:

TBA

Judging Commences:

TBA

Breed Classes:

1 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 (Dogs)
1a 3a 5a 6a 7a 8a 9a 10a 11a (Bitches)
Entries from Neutered Dogs & Speyed Bitches
will be accepted in the Breed classes for this Show
(Show regulation 7-5).
They must be registered with the NZKC as desexed.
JUDGE
Mrs Liz Cartledge (UK)

Entries To:

Glenis Candy
RD 6
THAMES 3576
Ph 07 867-3350, email gcandy@xtra.co.nz

Entry Fees:

Breed $12.00 first entry $10.00 subsequent entry –
same owner/owners
Stakes $5.00 per entry

Entries close:

30 September 2009

Cheques payable:

Auckland Provincial Samoyed Assn Inc
Stake Classes

Dog Head, Dog Coat, Bitch Head, Bitch Coat, Movement Under 12 months,
Movement Over 12 months.
Junior Handler – Entries taken on the day.
Parade of Veterans will be held, send resume to show secretary.
Trophies For Financial Members Only
Prizes for Open Competition, Stakes Prizes Cash – 30/20/10%
Catalogues $5.00
Light refreshments will be provided
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Wonders of Winter (W.O.W.), Paw’tastic Dog Sledding in
I have always been a dog lover but
never thought while I was growing
up in Michigan that I would be training my own dog sled team. I have
loved the outdoors my entire life,
and growing up on a small lake in
central Michigan I had a great time.
I prefer being outside more than
inside, even in conditions that many
consider unpleasant. When we
moved to North Dakota so my husband, Bob, could take a position in
the biology department at the University of North Dakota, we bought
an older farmstead so we could continue the rural life we love.
After the loss of a 3 year old Golden
Retriever that Bob used to pull him
on cross country skis, we started to
look at northern breeds. Bob decided he wanted an Alaskan Malamute and I wanted a Samoyed. We
bought one of each and that was 11
½ years ago. Bob was skijoring (the
dog pulling him on the cross country
skis) and I was snowshoeing and of
course could not keep up. I was
hooked on Sams, so bought another
one and well it snowballed from
there!
At present we have 21 dogs, with 16
still working in harness and 5 are
retired. From reading books, magazines and checking out internet information on dog sledding I knew I
had to try this with the dogs I had at
the time: one Golden, one Malamute
and 2 Samoyeds.

Prairie Isle Sled Dogs on Gun Flint Lake, MN
Well I did not have a ―lead dog‖ and
boy it was a struggle to get anywhere! But as I acquired more dogs
and became friends with other
mushers I started to learn how to do
some things and how NOT to do
things. Plus a puppy I bought in
2000 turned out to be a natural
leader and things started to come
together.

Dog sledding takes a lot of work to
get a group of dogs to work together
as a team. One learns patience,
and how to cope with frustrations
that pop up when you least expect
them. But it is all worth it when one
sees the breath of your dogs in the
crisp air and all you hear is the runners across the snow. The quietness that surrounds you and the
feeling of being part of nature is
thrilling. Being on the
trail with my dogs is
where I love to be.
Opposite:

Prairie Isle Sled Dogs
on Gun Flint Lake,
MN
After 10 years of dog
sledding in North Dakota and in southern
Manitoba, Canada, I
had the opportunity to
spend 4 ½ months
(winter of 2008) in the
Boundary Waters Canoe and Wilderness
Area in northern Minnesota. So I loaded up
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North Dakota, USA by Helen L Corlew
16 of my dogs and headed out for a
new adventure and a wonderful
learning experience. During this
time I provided dog sledding experiences to the public. My dogs and I
were tested daily on our ability to
transport people on trails along the
Gunflint Trail area plus on the surrounding lakes. I found strength,
mentally and physically, in myself
but also in my team that I did not
know was there. I also realized how
much my dogs trust me and I them.
We became a very close knit team.
What an experience.

of the facility about my idea of offering educational experiences to the
public on dog sledding they were
excited to have me work out of their
facility. On their 650+ acres, trails
were created for winter use plus
once the lake, Red Willow, froze
safely I knew I could take the dogs
on to the lake too. The nice thing
about the trails at RWBC is they are
multi-use trails for hiking, horses,
birding and in the winter cross country skiing and now the dog team.
Also a BIG plus is it is private land
and snowmobilers are not allowed

on the trails. A snowmobile was
used to pack and groom the trails so
the prairie wind did not just blow all
the snow away. Safety of the team
and any one with me on the sled is
high priority so knowing we would
not be startled by snowmachines is
comforting.
I contacted ND tourism and they
were excited about my project. Prairie Isle Dog Trekking‘s Wonders of
Winter (W.O.W) Paw‘tastic became
a Learning Based Vacation in ND!
This past winter I worked with
church youth groups, 4-H, and private individuals and groups at
RWBC plus I was able to add on
another very scenic location, Sheyenne River Valley, for people wishing for one hour up to 4 hours on the
trail with the team.
So what does one do at a W.O.W
day? You learn about dog safety,
how to approach and be near sled
dogs-in particular my dogs which
are Alaskan Malamutes, Samoyeds
and one Hedlund Husky. You learn
how to stay warm when it is minus
20 and the wind is howling or if it is
20 degrees and calm, plus you learn
about the history of dog sledding
Left:
Moonrise over the sled team, Sheyenne River Valley
Below: Sled

When I returned to ND in the spring
of 2008 I decided why not do something similar here in ND. Bob liked
the idea since it meant I would be
working from home and my retired
sled dogs liked the idea that I would
be at home.
In the off season I had been doing
Tellington TTouch® training with
people and their pets that have behavioral issues so I saw that as a
way also to promote my new dog
sledding pursuit.—possibly new clients! Since I live in a prairie state
and my kennel name is Prairie Isle, I
decided to name my new adventure
Prairie Isle Dog Trekking™ (PIDT)
Red Willow Bible Camp (RWBC) is
near Binford, ND and about an hour
drive south of my place in Petersburg. After talking with the directors
29
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Team climbing out of Sheyenne River Valley at sunset

(mainly freight dogs) and that it is not
just racing as many people seem to
think. Gee, haw, gangline, neckline,
tighten up, stanchion, snow hook –
you go what? You learn what commands are used, all about the equipment, safety on the trail plus how to
handle a sled. You can help harness
dogs, hook them up to the sled plus
you get a chance to drive the team
with the musher right there with you.
I tandem sled so the guest can experience being on the runners and drive
the team with the safety of the musher
present.
When you are waiting your turn, if this
is a group of people, you can cross
country ski, snowshoe, geocache,
sled down the hill, go ice fishing or sit
by the fireplace with a hot cup of cocoa. Equipment is provided for all the
above (except ice fishing) or bring
your own. Did I mention food? Well
RWBC will provide meals for my
guests too. And it is all home cooked
meals that are hot and fresh.
If someone wants to explore the
Sheyenne River Valley for an hour or
longer there are a couple options for
that. One could stay at Volden Farm
30

Sheyenne River Valley for an hour
or longer there are a couple options
for that. One could stay at Volden
Farm Bed and Breakfast which is
near Luverne, ND but actually is right
next to the trail I take to get down to
the Sheyenne River. Or one could
stay at RWBC and drive the hour to
Prairie Bilt Sleds, the manufacturer
of the sleds I use and my starting
point for the Sheyenne River Valley
experience. At Prairie Bilt you can
see a kennel of 20+ Alaskan huskies
that Jim and Mary Ann Miller keep
for their own enjoyment but also so
they can test the dog sleds they
build. Safety (dog and trail) will be
covered, staying warm, equipment,
commands, how to handle the sled
and dogs, etc. are all covered before
we head out for an experience of a
life time.
I am putting together a W.O.W.
Woman Challenge to encourage
woman to get out and try something
new in the winter months. My
thought is to include winter survival,
orienteering, dog sledding, cross
country skiing and snowshoeing for
women of all ages. An experience a
mother and daughter could share!

Besides being fun, dog sledding
teaches you some life lessons.

 Think positive: When you think
positive you can accomplish anything. The dogs feed upon your
feelings just as you do, so have a
positive outlook.
 Keep going: You can do it, even
when it gets difficult. A tangle
may occur but you can take care
of it. In life ―tangles‖ happen and
we are able to untangle the
messes of life by just doing.
 Relax and enjoy the moment:
Life is really too short, do not get
overly stressed by things and
take the time to enjoy and you
will see how wonderful things
really are.
 Go with the flow—it will be okay:
If one steps back and realizes
that all will be fine in their life if
they just let go of ―bad‖ things
then they can live life again.
 Trust—there has to be mutual
trust between you and your team.
Trust yourself that you can handle whatever is thrown at you.
SLEIGH COURIER — WINTER 2009

 Challenge: We are challenged
everyday and we make our life
great by meeting our challenges
head on. When one is dog sledding you are faced with challenges all the time such as; can
we climb that hill, how far can I
push the team, can I upright the
sled, etc. Face the challenges,
trust yourself and be positive.

Two children having a fun ride with 4 Prairie Isle sled dogs

 Hang on, never let go This is a
BIG one in dog sledding. The
first lesson you learn in dog sledding is to NEVER let go of the
sled. No matter what happens
you must not be separated from
the sled/team. This is for the
safety of you and the team.
Same is true in life. Never let go,
hang on even through the bumps
and curves life throws at you.
You can meet the challenge and
have a wonderful life.
My dogs, all 21 of them, test me
daily but I love my life with my sled
dogs. And I look forward to when the
temperatures start to drop in late
summer evenings, so the team and I
can be on the trail again getting
ready for another winter season.
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Come join the Prairie Isle sled
dogs for a winter experience
on the trail.

Prairie Isle Dog Trekking™
Helen L. Corlew
701-345-8554
hcorlew@polarcomm.com
http://prairieisle.googlepages.com
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Looking back ~ “Thurber,” Wellington’s dog about town
Thurber. Wellington‘s dog about
town, was released late yesterday
afternoon from his prison for more
than 24 hours — the city pound.
The charges against him — being
in a prohibited area without a
leash, riding in Wadestown trolleybuses and entering city shops —
are not to be pressed.
But the mayor, Sir Robert Macalister, said: ―If he is to come into the
city, he must comply with regulations that apply to all other dogs‖.
He added, however: ―No doubt
Thurber will still be seen around
town and will continue to be welcomed by the good friends he has
made.

The photo accompanying the story
shows Thurber (a typical Bull Terrier) on his release. He is on a lead
held by mistress who was smartly
attired in a suit, hat, and high heels.
The Dominion, 1956

New CYF worker:
small, furry and
here to stay
She is a four year-old Border Collie cross dog, her name is Tess,
and she is now a permanent part
of the staff at Child, Youth and
Family‘s care and protection residence in Wellington.

His owner, Miss
Tess has moved in to
“Thurber, a bull terrier
Jane Digby, said
the residence full-time
―I‘ve been given a
with one blue eye and
to support therapeutic
lot of instructions
interventions with the
one brown eye”
about what Thurber
young people who live
can do and cannot
in the residence. She is
do, and I‘ll do my
thought to be the first
best, but it‘s hard to keep a dog in
pet to live-in full time like this in
check
the time,
especially
when
mustallfirstly
make
sure they
New Zealand.
I‘m at work,go
andas
hewell.
doesn‘t mean
any harm‖.
The initiative is a first for the Wellington SPCA who are monitoring
Thurber, a bull terrier with one
the placement closely to ensure
blue eye and one brown eye,
that Tess is settling in well. ―We
whose habit it has been to get into
spent a long time talking with
and out of trolley-buses on his way
Child, Youth and Family before we
into the city from Wadestown, was
placed Tess in the residence. We
seized in Lambton Quay while
took the time to find the right dog
making his daily calls on a select
with the right temperament. When
circle of friends.
we found Tess we knew she would
Shopkeepers whom Thurber visited
fit in great‖ says Nick Taylor, Welon his daily beat were indignant
lington SPCA Animal Operations
when interviewed yesterday that he
Manager.
had been impounded.
Having a pet live-in full time, also
―Thurber has better manners than
known as ‗pet therapy‘, has a
two-thirds of the men in Wellington,‖
number of benefits for the young
said a shop proprietress.
people including helping them to
build empathy and learn nurturing
Miss Digby collected her pet at 4.30
skills. Pet therapy has been used
pm yesterday after permission for
in settings such as hospitals and
his release had been obtained from
the city solicitor, Mr M J Earle.
prisons for many years where the
pets will visit for short periods.
Thurber, after the briefest of acTess is thought to be the first pet
knowledgements to a small party
to live full-time.
waiting for him, showed a strong
desire to put the greatest possible
distance between himself and the
poundkeeper.
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including private space for when
she needs time out‖ says Ross
Barber, Residence Manager for
Child, Youth and Family.
The SPCA and Child, Youth and
Family signed an Interagency Protocol between the two organisations in September 2008. The protocol sets down a formal working
relationship in which the agencies
will inform each other if they suspect animal or child abuse is occurring.
As a result of this closer working
relationship, The SPCA has begun
pet therapy programmes in both
the Wellington and South Island
Child, Youth and Family residences. The programmes bring
animals into the residences to
spend time with the children and
young people and help them to
develop pro-social interaction and
to build nurturing skills. It then
seemed a logical extension of the
concept to include a pet becoming
a full-time feature of the residence.
From ―Press Release‖ 5 June
2009

Reminder from the
Points Steward
Not all the results sent to the
Points Steward by email are
being posted on ANZSAMS.
Anyone sending electronic results to the Points Steward
must firstly make sure they go
up on ANZSAMS as well.

―We‘ve had to make a few
changes around the residence go
give Tess the space she needs,
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You know you're owned by Sammies when...



Your clothing of choice is TWEED (but you looked so good in black!)



The damage your Sam has done to your house finally exceeds his purchase price (and he's just discovered where you keep the shoes, gloves and purses!)



You eat at a fancy restaurant and comment on your empty plates, "Gee, these would make good dog lickins'..."



You choose your mate by how the dogs take to him, and how well he can build a whelping box...



You buy a trash compactor to keep temptation sealed out of their way...



Your windshield has more noseprints than the CKC.and your used-car dealer tells you "I've seen haywagons in cleaner condition..."



You tell the home-alarm salesman, "Sorry, my system's better, it's foolproof and it never goes off accidentally..."



Your central vacuuming system can be repaired only by Roto-Rooter...



Your version of New Age Cuisine is not "blackened" anything, but well-seasoned with ambient white dog
hair...
Elizabeth Crosby Metz, SAMBUSHED, USA
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How Dogs Are Better Than Men

 Dogs do not have problems expressing affection in public.

 Dogs are already in touch with their inner puppies.

 Dogs miss you when you're gone.

 You are never suspicious of your dog's dreams.

 You never wonder whether your dog is good
enough for you.

 Gorgeous dogs don't know they're gorgeous.

 Dogs don't criticize your friends.

 The worst social disease you can get from dogs is
fleas. (OK. The *really* worst disease you can
get from them is rabies, but there's a vaccine for
it, and you get to kill the one that gives it to you.)

 Dogs admit when they're jealous.

 Dogs understand what no means.

 Dogs are very direct about wanting to go out.

 Dogs don't need therapy to undo their bad socialization.

 Dogs feel guilt when they've done something
wrong.

 Dogs do not play games with you -- except
fetch (and they never laugh at how you
throw).

 Dogs don't make a practice of killing their own
species.

 Dogs are happy with any video you choose to
rent, because they know the most important
thing is that you're together.

 Dogs understand if some of their friends cannot
come inside.

 Dogs don't feel threatened by your intelligence.

 Dogs think you are a culinary genius.

 No dog ever voted to confirm Clarence Thomas.

 You can force a dog to take a bath.

 Dogs do not read at the table.
 You can house train a dog.

 You can train a dog.

 Dogs don't correct your stories.

 Dogs are easy to buy for.

 Middle-aged dogs don't feel the need to abandon
you for a younger owner.

 Dogs are good with kids.
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 Dogs aren't threatened by a woman with short
hair.
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 Dogs don't step on the imaginary brake.
 Dogs admit it when they're lost.
 Dogs don't weigh down your purse with their stuff.
 Dogs look at your eyes.
 Dogs like your size.
 Dogs do not care whether you shave your legs.
 Dogs take care of their own needs.
 Dogs are color blind.
 Dogs aren't threatened if you earn more than they
do.
 Dogs mean it when they kiss you.
 Dogs are nice to your relatives.
 Dogs obsess about you as much as you obsess
about them.

2009 Championship Show
Consolation Cup Winner:
Blue Aegean Leventis At Snowsapphire (Imp UK)

Dates to Remember
Friday, 31 July 2009

Entries close for SCI Open Show

Saturday, 22 August 2009:

SCI Open Show

Friday, 25 September 2009

Deadline for Spring ―Sleigh Courier‖

Monday, 7 June 2010

Championship Show ~
Judge: Rafael G Parrondo, Anatina Samoyeds, Spain

Diamond Jubilee Year
1949 - 2009

Reminder
Don‘t forget to enter the Open Show - entries
close on 31 July.

Sponsorship for Open Show
Donations welcome - cash or prizes.
Please contact Lynne Barr or Anita Shugg to
arrange.
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Breeder’s Directory

Est. 1977
Soundness and Style
Breeder of NZ’s Record Making Samoyed
CH SKROWNEK SEV KAZAN
Phone: 027 6688 583 / 03 312 5030 (home)
Email: skrownek@xtra.co.nz

Sunshine Samoyeds
Anita & Ken Shugg
136 Waitohu Valley Road
RD1 OTAKI 6471

All Breeding Stock
are Hip Scored & Eye
tested.

Ph: (06) 3645785
Email: k.a.shugg@clear.net.nz

Stud Directory
Advertising in the Breeder‘s or Stud
Directory costs only $5.00 per annum.
Send payment to the secretary.

We are on the web:

Web Page
http://www.thesamoyedclubinc.orcon.net.nz/
Est. 1977

Soundness and Style
AT STUD
CH SKROWNEK SEV KAZAN ~ NZ’s Record Making Samoyed
SKROWNEK FIA ONEGIN
Phone: 027 6688 583 / 03 312 5030 (home)
Email: skrownek@xtra.co.nz
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